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Abstract
This paper presents a robust method to detect sequence of state open or closed of eye in low-resolution
image which can finally lead to efficient eye blink detection for practical use. Eye states and eye blink detection
play an important role in human-computer interaction (HCI) systems. Eye blinks can be used as communication
method for people with severe disability providing an alternate input modality to control a computer or as detection
method for a driver’s drowsiness. The proposed approach is based on an analysis of eye and skin in eye region
image. Evidently, the iris and sclera regions increase as a person opens an eye and decrease while an eye is closing.
In particular, the distributions of these eye components, during each eye state, form a bell-like shape. By using color
tone differences, the iris and sclera regions can be extracted from the skin. Next, a naive Bayes classifier effectively
classifies the eye states. Further, a study also shows that iris region as a feature gives better detection rate over
sclera region as a feature. The approach works online with low-resolution image and in typical lighting conditions.
It was successfully tested in 9 image sequences (2,210 frames) and achieved high accuracy of over 92% for open
eye and over 86% for closed eye compared to the ground truth. In particular, it improves almost 15% in terms of
open eye state detection compared to a recent commonly used approach, template matching algorithm.
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representing eye shape. Furthermore, it also has
difficulty in locating/tracking the eye contours of
different individuals and under different illumination.
J. Betke et al. [6] creates a system called “Camera
Mouse” which detects body motion as feature in order
to control mouse pointer on a computer. Template
matching approach using normalized correlation
coefficient algorithm is employed to track the chosen
feature. Grauman et al. [7] also employs a similar
technique to determine eye blink patterns.
Benoit and Caplier [8] propose method to estimate
state open or closed of eye to determine blinking for
application of hypovigilence state of driver detection.
A particular electronic circuit, called retina filter
[9-10] is used to enhance contours in eye region image.
As a result, calculated level of energy from the filtered
image, which is proportional to the quantity of
contours, are used to determine eye states. The
spectrum energy in case of an open eye is always
higher than those obtained in case of a closed eye.
Bacivarov et al. [11] develop a statistical active
appearance model (AAM) to track and detect eye
blinking. The approach has been designed to be robust
to variations of head pose. However, a proper image
resolution is required to annotate landmark points for a
well descriptive eye model. Furthermore, AAM is
usually computationally expensive.

1. Introduction
In recent years, there has been an effort to augment
traditional human-computer interfaces like keyboard
and mouse with natural interfaces allowing users to
interact with the computer more naturally and
effectively. This intelligent system also opens an
opportunity for people who cannot use the keyboard or
mouse due to severe disabilities to gain access and
control over a computer again.
As is known, the people with severe disabilities
often have great difficulties communicating their
desires, thoughts, and needs. In particular, the ability to
control eye muscles is sometimes the only remaining
voluntary movement they have. Hence, to determine
eye statuses (i.e., open or closed eye) and use them as
natural communicative cues, computer vision
techniques seem to be an effective solution since they
are nonintrusive, comfortable, reliable, and
inexpensive.
Preliminary approaches to video-based computer
interfaces for people with disabilities are described in
[1-5]. In general, an appearance is a popular feature
used for shape description in an image. However, the
appearance-based approach requires proper image
quality to accurately obtain the position features.
Therefore, in the cases of low-resolution images or
inaccurate eye location images, the approach obviously
has difficulty in efficiently building a model
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Fig. 1. Eye components extraction procedure.
To overcome the need of high-resolution eye
region image, which is not always available in practice,
and to avoid excessive computation, this paper
proposes the use of eye component region (i.e., iris or
sclera) as a robust feature and the use of Bayes
classifier for simple and fast eye state classification
approach.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes a procedure for extracting eye components.
In Section 3, the probability distributions of eye
component regions are introduced. The proposed
method for open or closed eye classification is detailed
in Section 4. The experimental results and the
conclusion can be found in Section 5 and 6,
respectively.

2. Eye component extracting procedure
In this work, in order to acquire the proposed eye
components (i.e., iris and sclera regions) from an eye
region image, several processing steps are required
(see Fig. 1).
At the very first frame of a detected frontal face, an
eye region image and face center point are found. The
face and eye detector used in this work is based on
Haar Cascade Classifier for face and eye [12-13]. In
particular, by utilizing knowledge of human face
geometry, the candidate search area for an eye is
determined to have a height of H/3 and a width of W/2
(see Fig. 1a), where H and W indicate height and width
of a rectangle surrounding the detected face. After the
eye region is detected, the rectangle enclosing it is
anchored by the face center point, which is tracked
using an optical flow algorithm, described in [14]. Fig.
40
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2 depicts samples of detected eye region image in
various illumination and skin colors.

3. Probability distributions of eye
components during different eye states

Fig. 2. Sample images of detected eye region images.

Generally, an appearance is a popular feature used
for shape description in an image. However, the
appearance-based approach requires proper image
quality, which practically not always available, to
accurately obtain the position features. Hence, low
performance might often be a result in most cases in
practice.

Consider the detected eye region image which has
a normalized size of 40 × 30 pixels. An eye location
is assumed to be located in the middle of the image
(see Fig. 1b). To separate skin pixels from eye pixels,
skin locus is created and used as a filter. The skin
locus, described in [15], is the range of skin colors
under light sources of varying correlated color
temperature, in normalized color coordinates, that
follows the curvature of the Planckian locus [16].
Next, closing operation is applied to the image to
form the connected area. As a result, the largest area
found within the eye area is considered as an eye and
used as a mask on the original eye region image to
narrow the search for eye components. The iris pixels
can be extracted by searching for the pixels in the eye
area with their luma Y lesser than the mean
illumination Y of detected eye area (i.e., iris is
generally darker than sclera). Hence, the remaining
pixels with Y greater or equal to Y are considered as
sclera pixels.

Fig. 3. Distributions of eye components during open
and closed eye intervals. (a) Number of iris pixels and
(b) number of sclera pixels.
In this work, two eye components, iris and sclera,
are observed and studied in practical low-resolution
eye region image. Intuitively, there are changes in the
number of eye component pixels during eye blink, in
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which the number of eye component pixels decreases
while a person is closing an eye and increases while an
eye opens.
According to the study [17] and the frequency plots
shown in Fig. 3, it can be seen that the two
distributions for open and closed eye intervals of each
eye component are clearly separable. The sample data
were collected from four individual without disabilities
consisting of a total of 986 frames. The room’s
illumination conditions were natural and not controlled
and the blinking actions were not directed in all
collected image sequences. Explicitly, the overlapped
area in the case of sclera pixels (see Fig. 3b) seems to
be larger than the ones in the case of iris pixels (see
Fig. 3a). As expected, there seems to be more false
detected pixels (i.e., skin pixels recognized as iris or
sclera pixels) in the extraction of sclera than in the
extraction of iris pixels.
Note also that the distributions during each eye
interval evidently form “bell-shaped” curve. Hence,
they can be sufficiently estimated by Gaussian function
and finally can be employed for eye state classification
purpose. In this paper, only the iris pixels are further
considered and used as feature since the study [17]
reported that using iris as feature achieved higher
accuracy for classifying open or closed eye state than
using sclera as feature.

4. Eye states classification using naive Bayes
classifier
As is known, a difficulty in classification problem
generally depends on how complex observations are.
In particular, if the chosen observations are not
meaningful and not well-descriptive for classified
categories, the system might result in low performance
of classifying rate.
In this paper, a naive Bayes classifier is chosen to
be applied as a classifier since it is a simple, fast, and
efficient probabilistic classifier. Particularly, a single
feature is only considered in this work. Hence, the
corresponding Bayes classifier can be simplified and
by combining it with a decision rule, which is to pick a
class with the most probable hypothesis, Bayes
classifier for eye states classification is defined as
follows:

∗

= argmax [ (

) ( |

)]

(1)

where ( ) is the prior probability distribution of
∈{
,
} is the eye
eye state at time and
state at , open and closed eye, respectively.
( |
) denotes the probability of observation
given eye state
where is an observed number
of iris pixels at . ∗ indicates the classified eye
state of a person at .
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commonly used approach, template matching
algorithm [6] and the ground truth.
In the experiments, the skin locus was created from
the skin pixels collecting from UBIRIS [18], noisy iris
image database, and from our database. The
probability distributions of iris region for each eye
state were estimated by Gaussian function during the
training phase and ( ) was set to 0.5 for each eye
state because they were assumed to have equal chances
to occur in our case. For the template matching
algorithm [6], the predefined classification threshold
was set to 0.5. If the calculated correlation value is
greater than or equal to the threshold, it is classified as
an open eye state, otherwise it is defined as a closed
eye state.
Fig. 5 depicts the eye state classification outcomes
of one image sequence of an individual. In particular,
Fig. 5a illustrates the sequence of the number of iris
pixels over time. Fig. 5b shows the open or closed eye
classification results. Furthermore, the ground truth is
also indicated and the recognized blinking events are
also shown.
As expected, the number of iris pixels changed
respectively during each eye state interval. Note that
there were several times that inaccurate observation of
the number of iris pixels occurred, such as during
frame 75 - 83 and frame 222 - 240. Understandably,
this caused by bad lighting condition - either too bright
or too dark. However, if the incorrect observation of
iris pixels did not repeatedly and consecutively occur,

5. Experimental results
To evaluate the performance of the proposed
method, the method was tested in 9 image sequences
from four individuals without disabilities consisting of
a total of 2,210 frames, displaying a single individual
sitting and blinking in front of a camera in a typical
room with uncontrolled lighting conditions (see Fig.
4).

Fig. 4. Sample images.
Particularly, the blinking actions were not directed
in all collected image sequences and all 9 image
sequences were not used during the training phase of
Gaussian distribution estimation of each eye state.
Further, the ground truth has been visually determined
by manually marking frames of the image sequences,
as open or closed eye states. Finally, to evaluate the
performance of the proposed approach, the
classification results were compared against to a recent
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the proposed approach could still robustly perform
good eye state classification outcomes which could

successfully lead to reliable eye blink recognition (see
Fig. 5b).

75 83

222 240

Fig. 5. Open or closed eye classification result from one of the image sequences.
blink event, one can simply determine the open-closedopen sequence from post-processed outcome.
Table 1 summarizes results comparing the
performance of the proposed approach and the
template matching algorithm against the ground truth.
It shows that the proposed method performs well with
very high classification rates for open eye (> 92%)
and closed eye (> 86%). In particular, most
incorrectly classified eye states often occurred when
the lighting conditions were extremely poor (too bright
or too dark), since in these conditions, it becomes
difficult to separate the eye area from the skin. As a

Intuitively, there exist false detections of eye states
that may lead to incorrect eye blink detection. As a
result, post-processing may be required to filter out
undesired frequent changes of eye states, for example a
predefined 10 consecutive frames might be set as
window scope to ensure the smooth state transition of
one eye state to another. This means if the currently
recognized eye state does not occur over consecutive
10 frames, the outcome of recognized eye state
remains as the previous detected one. As is known, eye
blink simply consists of open-closed-open eye
sequence. Therefore, to effectively determine the eye
44
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result, incorrect detected iris region may often be a
result.

and in typical lighting conditions. It was successfully
tested in 9 image sequences (2,210 frames) and
achieved high accuracy of over 92% for open eye and
over 86% for closed eye. Particularly, it improves
almost 15% in terms of open eye state detection
compared to a recent commonly used approach,
template matching algorithm.
In future work, an author plans to develop also a
robust approach for classifying eye movements (i.e.,
moving left or right). As a result, with the proposed
approach and the ongoing research method, the
practical eye-controlled application, which gives
various options and ways for users with disabilities to
command computer with eyes, can be achieved.

Table 1 Summary of results
Eye state
Accuracy (%)
The proposed
Template matching
interval
approach

approach [6]

Open eye

92.5%

76.2%

Closed eye

86.3%

85.1%

6. Conclusion
A robust approach for open or closed eye
classification, which can lead to an effective
application for eye blink detection, has been presented.
The proposed approach is based on an analysis of eye
and skin in eye region image. Evidently, eye
component regions (i.e., iris and sclera) change their
sizes in eye region image as a person is closing or
opening an eye. In particular, probability distributions
of these eye components during open and closed eye
states are clearly separable and showed robustness for
classification purpose. A study also showed that using
iris as feature is preferable and produced a better
classification results than using sclera as a feature.
Finally, by utilizing a Bayes classifier combined with
decision rule, the eye states can be efficiently
recognized. Consequently, the eye blink can be
determined from the detected frequencies of eye states.
The approach works online with low-resolution image
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